Anatomy of Failure:
Japan-U.S.S.R. Negotiations on
Siberian Oil Development
WYTHE E. BRADEN

The failure of the Japanese-U.S.S.R. Siberian Oil negotiations
has yet to reach its fatal nadir as the irony ofJapanese-Sovietgeographical proximity has not been universally realized. Wythe
Braden attempts to bring the readercloser to thisparadox through
his study of the Japanesepress, government and business community during the course of the negotiations.His conclusionsshow
that the objective elements of the negotiations themselves were so
tragicallyflawed that the outcome could not be anything butfruitless.

It has become pedestrian to remark upon Japan's dependence on distant and
politically unstable regimes which hold the supply of vital crude oil a precarious
hostage. Japan's vulnerability is immediately apparent in the following oftcited indices: 1) oil as percent of total energy consumption, 75 percent; 2) percent of oil imported, 100 percent; 3) percent of oil imported from Persian Gulf,
72 percent.1 In marked contrast, since 1974, the Soviet Union has been the
largest oil-producing nation in the world. The Soviet Union produces 11.9
million barrels per day (vs. 9.5 million barrels in Saudi Arabia), and possesses
an estimated proven reserve of 67 billion barrels (vs. 166 billion barrels in Saudi
Arabia).2 Currently, 13 percent of all Soviet industrial capital investment is
claimed by the oil industry,3 and the Paris-based International Energy Agency
has estimated that the Soviet Union supplies Western Europe today with 1
million barrels of oil per day, or approximately 7-8 percent of the region's total
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comsumption, 4 in addition to 70 million tons (503 million barrels) per annum
to COMECON.5
It seems evident that Japan, the world's largest importer of oil, and the
U.S.S.R., the world's largest producer of oil, would be strongly inclined to
make an arrangement to their mutual benefit. The motivations for both sides
are compelling. For the U.S.S.R., oil exports provide 40 percent of the foreign
exchange crucial to the importation of advanced technology and industrial
equipment from the West and Japan. In a controversial study, the CIA
estimated that Soviet oil production will decline in the 1980s, largely because
existing fields in the Volga-Ural region are rapidly becoming depleted.
Western Siberia is the last significant region where the U.S.S.R. can exploit oil
reserves but the problems of extraction and transportation are gargantuan. 6 The
scope of the problems is increased by the limitations of Soviet technology and
industry. The U.S.S.R. is forty years behind the West in oil-drilling
technology, and does not currently possess the industrial capacity to produce
the necessary railroads and pipelines.
7
Japan, for its part, has placed top priority on energy source diversification. It
is understandably fearful of the consequences of another oil supply curtailment
on Japan's hyperactive and energy-intensive economy. Japan's urgent need to
broaden its energy sources, coupled with the existence of enormous oil reserves
in Siberia - whose proximity would result in considerable transportation savings - would thus provide tremendous economic incentives. In addition,
Japan possesses the up-to-date equipment, know-how and financing desperately needed by the U.S.S.R. to exploit its Siberian oil.
Despite the incentives for the two countries to cooperate in the exploitation
of Siberian oil resources, certain disincentives have prevented meaningful
cooperation. No agreement to exploit Siberian oil has been reached, nor is one
likely to be reached in the near future.
This paper examines the bilateral negotiations between the two nations
4. Wall SlreetJournd, 25 June 1980, p. 2. The U.S.S.R. has been negotiating with European
firms to finance a $11.4 billion pipeline which would provide them with an additional 1.4
trillion cubic feet of Siberian natural gas per annum. MAinichi Shimbun, 14 March 1980,
reported that in 1979 (second quarter), the U.S.S.R. provided France, West Germany, U.K.
and Italy with 3.64%, 4.1%, 5.1% and 13%, respectively, of their imported oil.
5. MauinichiShimbun, 7 March 1980. One ton of crude oil is approximately 7.184 barrels (1 barrel
= 0.1392 ton). Japanese press reports also commonly use kiloliter. One kiloliter of oil equals
6.286 barrels or 0.875 ton (I barrel = 0.1591 kiloliter). The author is responsible for all
translations of Japanese newspapers.
6. New York Times, 4 May 1980, p. 11. See also Marshall I. Goldman's The Enigma o Soviet
Petoleum: HalfEmpty or HalfFull?, London: Allen & Unwin, 1980.
7. See, for example, the prominence attached to energy security in the Report on Comprehensive
National Security released by the late Prime Minister Ohira Masayoshi's national security task
force on July 2, 1980. Sogo Anzen Hosho Kenkyu Gurupu, Sogo Anzen Hosho Sentyahu,
Tokyo, 1980, pp. 12, 65-71.
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which were conducted under the auspices of the Japan-Soviet Joint Economic
Cooperation Committee GSJECC). In analyzing the JSJECC's failure to produce an agreement, this paper attempts to identify the nature of the disincentives involved. The period of negotiation begins with the initial overture for
Japan-U.S.S.R. cooperation made by a Japanese businessman, Kawai
Yoshinari, during a visit to Moscow in 1962 and ends with the final shelving of
the oil negotiations in 1974 during the sixth JSJECC talks.8
CHRONOLOGY OF THE NEGOTIATIONS
Although the Soviet Union had been selling crude oil to Japan since 1958,
and had considered constructing an oil pipeline from oil fields in western
Siberia to the Pacific Coast as early as the 1950s, it was not until 1962 that
significant steps were taken toward joint development of Siberian oil
resources. 9 TheJapanese made the first overture in 1962 when Kawai Yoshinari
(former head of Komatsu Manufacturing Company) led a Japanese business
delegation to Moscow. In that same year, while on a visit to Japan, Soviet First
Premier Anastas Mikoyan proposed a $350 million purchase of Japanese
machinery and oil pipes. He asked for payment terms deferred over ten years,
but offered the development of western Siberian oil fields as an enticement for
Japanese cooperation. Although the proposal was well received by theJapanese
Cabinet Minister, Kono Ichiro, 1° Prime Minister Ikeda finally rejected it on the
8. All Japanese names herein appear according to Japanese convention - i.e., surname first,
followed by given name. The empirical base of my analysis is provided by a narrative
reconstruction of the negotiation taken from Japanese language sources - primarily
newspaper accounts appearing in MainichiShimbun, Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Yomiuri Shimbun, Nihon Kogyo Shimbun, Asahi Shimbun, Sankei Shimbun, Tokyo Shimbun, and Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun, and magazine articles in Economist Japanese) and Chuo Koron. For
useful overviews of the negotiations in English, see David I. Hitchcock, Jr., "Joint Development of Siberia: Decision-Making in japanese-Soviet Relations" Asian Survey, Vol. 11, No. 3,
March 1971, pp. 279-300; Gerald L. Curtis, "The Tyumen Oil Development Project and
Japanese Foreign Policy Decision-Making" in Robert A. Scalapino, ed., The Foreign Policy of
Modern Japan, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977, pp. 147-173; ArthurJ. Klinghoffer, "Sino-Soviet Relations and the Politics of Oil," Asian Survey, Vol. 25, No. 6 (une
1976) pp. 548-552; A. J. Klinghoffer, The Soviet Union and InternationalOil Politics, New
York: Columbia University Press, 1977; Yuan-Li Wu,Japan's Searchfor Oil: A Case Study of
Economic Nationalismand InternationalSecurity, Stanford: Hoover Institution Press, 1977;
Rodger Swearingen, The Soviet Union andPostwarJapan:Escalating ChallengeandResponse,
Stanford: Hoover Institution Press, 1978; Kiichi Saeki, "Venture in Soviet Diplomacy Toward Japanese Cooperation in Siberian Development" Problems of Communism, Vol. 21,
(May-June 1972) pp. 1-11; and John J. Stephan, "Soviet-Japanese Cooperation for the
Development of Siberia," prepared for the Third International Cultural Conference,
UNESCO Association, Fukuoka, Japan, August 22-24, 1972.
9. "Soviet Cheap Oil Gains Market in Japan," Oil and GasJournal,vol. 59, no. 21 (22 May
1961) p. 63.
10. See the essay written by Kono entitled "Appeal to the People for Russo-Japanese Interchange"
in Chuo Koron, July, 1962.
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pretext thatJapan-U.S.S.R. trade should be conducted solely on a cash settlement basis.
The Prime Minister's response was, under the prevailing circumstances,
predictable. The per-barrel price of crude oil (CIF)" sold to Japan by the Soviet
Union in 1962 was $1.60, approximately one-half the price the U.S.S.R.
charged East Germany, Poland, and Czechoslovakia. This was the "political
price" the U.S.S.R. was paying to promote an export offensive aimed at obtaining much needed industrial material from Japan.' 2 Prime Minister Ikeda
knew the U.S. was aware of the Soviet Union's desire to drawJapan away from
the standards of COCOM.13 In the tense Cold War atmosphere of the early
1960s, Ikeda knew the U.S. would react strongly against further
Japan-U.S.S.R. trade ties. American Cold War sensitivities were easily offended. Proof of this came in December, 1962, when the Idemitsu Industrial
Company - which was importing approximately 30 percent of its oil from the
U.S.S.R. - was suddenly notified by the U.S. Department of Defense that
procurement14 of jet fuel from the firm would be discontinued because the oil
was "red".
The Japanese business community in general displayed an informed and
realistic view toward trade with the Communist bloc. One of the most candid
and representative acknowledgments of the political constraints operating at
the time came from the former International Trade and Industry (MITI)
Minister and Chairman of the Board of Toyo Can Manufacturing Company,
Takasaki Tatsunosuke, echoing the business community view:
As long as the Cold War continues, the U.S. will not welcome
Japan establishing close relations with either the U.S.S.R. or the
P.R.C. The U.S. does not have to promote trade with these countries because it can meet all its demands on its own. Japan,
however, cannot survive without trade.... It is therefore necessary
for Japan to explain its stand fully to the U.S. and gain their
understanding for establishing trade relations with these two Communist countries."
When a private mission headed by Kitamura Tokutaro, President of the
Japan-Soviet-East Europe Trade Association, visited Moscow in 1963 to explore
11. CIF (Cost, Insurance, Freight): Under this term, the seller quotes a price including cost of the
good, marine insurance and all transportation charges and rights under "CIF" terms.
12. Diamond (Japanese), 29 January 1962.
13. COCOM: "Coordinating Committee for Export to the Communist Area" - a 15-nation
organization established in 1947 to restrict export of strategic goods to the Communist bloc.
14. Shin Shukan, 18January 1962.
15. Quoted from a dialogue between Takasaki Tatsunosuke and Kitamura Tokutaro, President of
the Japan-Soviet-East Europe Trade Association in "No Need to Dread Trade with the
U.S.S.R. and China," Jitsugyo no Nippon, 1 February 1962.
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ways forJapan to participate in the economic development of Siberia, Soviet officials suggested that a permament Japan-Soviet Chamber of Commerce be
established. The denial of this request underscored continued Japanese sensitivity to American Cold War sensibilities and the prevailing anti-Soviet sentiment at home. Although no Chamber of Commerce was established, the
Japanese mission agreed to study the possibility of organizing annual joint
trade conferences in Tokyo and Moscow to keep channels of communication
open for future trade cooperation. 16
In 1964, Premier Nikita Krushchev, and in 1965, Premier Alexei Kosygin,
both expressed interest in obtaining Japanese cooperation in Siberian development. Despite such high-level Soviet imprimaturs, little progress was made.
Official attention focused on two roadblocks. One was the issue of long-term
credit. The U.S.S.R. desired to purchase needed material from Japan on the
basis of long-term deferred payments. The Japanese government, however,
continued to refuse to trade with Communist bloc nations on anything but a
cash settlement basis. The second, and related, issue was the Soviet trade deficit
vi- -visJapan, which at the time amounted to $7 million. The Soviets insisted
that future joint Siberian development must be based upon a more balanced
bilateral trade."7
Meanwhile, Japanese business leaders were becoming increasingly optimistic
about the prospects for Japanese participation in Siberian development.
Following a 15,000 kilometer tour of the Soviet Union, Uemura Kogoro, ViceChairman of the powerful Japanese business organization, Keidanren (Federation of Economic Organizations), filed a very favorable report on
Japan-U.S.S.R. trade. In regard to the trade imbalance issue, Uemura reported
that the Soviet Union was planning to construct an oil pipeline from Irkutsk to
Nakhodka. This pipeline would facilitate Japanese purchases of oil and would
readily correct the trade imbalance.18 Furthermore, the Japanese government
filed a request with COCOM to revise the COCOM list regulating the nature
and extent of East-West trade. This initiative was interpreted by Japanese
business leaders as a shift away from the inflexible stance adopted by the
Japanese government regarding trade with the U.S.S.R.
Japanese businessmen also perceived that the international environment was
undergoing sufficient change to accommodate closerJapan-U.S.S.R. economic
ties. The intensification of Sino-Soviet friction, and what appeared to be a corresponding de-intensification of U.S.-U.S.S.R. confrontation, thus led the
businessmen to differentiate between the Soviet Union and the P.R.C. with
16. Kitamura Tokutaro, "Siberian Development and Japan-Soviet Trade," Light, September,
1963.
17. "The Prospects of Japan-Soviet Trade arc Bright," Toyo Keizai, 28 November 1964.
18. Fconomist (Japanese), 2 November 1965.
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respect to trade. Even among conservative Japanese politicians, the view of the
U.S.S.R as a country hostile to Japan was weakening. OneJapanese newspaper
noted that, although the Soviets harshly denounced the revision of the
U.S.-Japan Security Treaty in 1960, such Soviet criticism no longer surfaced in
inter-governmental correspondence.19
The Joint Economic Cooperation Committee:
First Through Fourth Rounds
It was against this background that, in September 1965, the Japan-Soviet
Joint Economic Cooperation Committee was established. On theJapanese side,
the committee was comprised of representatives from industry and finance,
largely members of the powerful Keidanren and the Nihon Shoko Kaigisho
(apan Chamber of Commerce and Industry). The Japanese delegation was
headed by Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry President Adachi
Tadashi, and the Soviet delegation by Mikhailov Nesterov, President of the AllSoviet Chamber of Commerce. Both sides agreed that the Committee would
convene annually and create subcommittees, one of which would negotiate
Siberian oil development. The formation of the JSJECC represented the first
concrete step toward realizing the joint development of Siberia. It also opened
the way to formal negotiations on a wider range of subjects which commenced
the following year in Tokyo.
1966 began auspiciously with the visit of Foreign Minister Shilna Etsusaburo
to Moscow, the first visit by aJapanese Foreign Minister to the U.S.S.R. since
World War II. The Soviet Foreign Minister, Andrei Gromyko, reciprocated
with a visit to Tokyo that summer. Although no progress was made concerning
the four northern islands (Kunashiri, Etorofu, Haboma, and Shikotan) which
had been in dispute between the two countries since the end of World War II,
significant steps were taken in inter-governmental negotiations relating to
20
fisheries, maritime rescue, aviation, and commerce.
At theJSJECC meeting in Tokyo, the Soviet negotiators proposed thatJapan
cooperate with the U.S.S.R. in the construction of an oil pipeline from the
western Siberian oil fields in the Tyumen region - an area approximately the
size of France-to Nakhodka, roughly 7,700 kilometers away. 21 Other Siberian
development projects were also proposed, including the expansion of the
Nakhodka and other Siberian seaports and the mining of Udokan copper deposits.
19. "How WillJapan-Soviet Relations Develop in the Future?" Gendaino Me, November, 1965.
20. M"i'nichi Shimbun, 31 December 1966.
21. W~stem sources disagree on the exact distance such a pipeline would cover between Tyumen

and Nakhodka. I have taken 7,700 kilometers from the statement made by Nagano Shigeo,
leader of the Japanese delegation to the second JSJECC meeting in Moscow, in Chuo Koron,
September, 1967.
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Although no agreements resulted from this first JSJECC meeting, the convening of the secondJSJECC meeting in Moscow inJune 1967 was greeted with
much expectation on the part of the Japanese business community and the
press. 2 Nagano Shigeo, President of Fuji Iron and Steel, headed the Japanese
delegation, which was comprised of representatives from forty-five Japanese
corporations, as well as representatives from the Japanese government. Government officials, who served in an advisory capacity, included selected bureau
and section chiefs from the Finance Ministry, Foreign Ministry and MITI. They
were also accompanied by Deputy President Fujisawa of the Japan ExportImport Bank, as it was expected that the Bank would serve as the "window of
funds" should agreements be reached.23
In the course of the negotiations in Moscow, five projects were discussed.
These were the construction of an oil pipeline between Tyumen and
Nakhodka, the development of northern Sakhalin natural gas resources and the
Udokan copper deposits, port construction in eastern Siberia, and forest exploitation. Contrary to the high expectations of many on theJapanese side, the
negotiations faltered and no concrete agreements materialized. Foremost
among the points of disagreement were: 1) the share of the capital to be provided by Japan; and 2) the terms of deferred payment. In the case of the
estimated $1.4 to $1.7 billion Udokan project, the disagreement regarding
Japan's share of investment was pronounced. The Japanese offered to provide
25 percent of the capital but the Soviets demanded 70 percent. 24 Negotiation
regarding terms of deferred payment proved no more productive. Pointing to
an agreement the Soviet Union had reached with Fiat, the Italian automobile
manufacturer, to purchase industrial machinery on a deferred payment
schedule extending fourteen years, the Soviet negotiators asked why Japan
refused to offer similar terms. The Japanese claimed they did not possess comparable capital resources and refused to offer more than eight years. 25 Finally,
the JSJECC decided to form joint subcommittees to study the problems.
The JSJECC did reach an "agreement in principle" on the proposed
Tyumen-Nakhodka oil pipeline in which the Japanese expressed a readiness to
cooperate in its construction.2 6 It was estimated at this time that the pipeline
would require funds in excess of $2 billion. Because of the enormous sum involved, the Japanese side proposed that the Soviet Union consider opening an
Arctic Ocean shipping lane with its ice-breakers during the summer months as
an additional trade-off for Japanese investment. If realized, the distance to
Europe would be shortened by several thousand kilometers over either the Suez
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

See, for example, Yomiuri Shimbun, 8June 1967, and Nihon Kogyo Shimbun, 8June 1967.
Economist (Japanese), 18July 1967.
Chuo Koron, September, 1967.
Economist (Japanese), 18 July 1967.
Nihon Kogyo Shimbun, 15 July 1967.
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or Cape Town maritime routes. The Soviet side was reported to have reicted
with initial enthusiasm, but the idea thereafter expired.27
As a result of the secondJSJECC negotiations, theJapanese government later
that year established the Siberian Resources Research Committee in the Foreign
Ministry and the Siberian Development Committee under MIT. Although
the government continued to act only in an advisory role with regard to the
JSJECC negotiations, these steps demonstrated that the government was beginning to view the talks with mounting seriousness. The second round of negotiations failed to result in concrete agreements, but it nevertheless revealed attractive future prospects. Nagano Shigeo, the head of the Japanese negotiating
team at the second JSJECC meeting, reported that the recently improved atmosphere of U.S.-U.S.S.R. relations was encouraging the Soviet Union to
adgpt a more conciliatory and cooperative stance. He saw the Sino-Soviet
dispute as "forcing the Soviet Union to choose a path of rapprochement with
Japan... [and] given the present situation which offers no scope for rational
talks with mainland China, Japanese ties with Siberian development are in29
evitable."
Two unconnected, but important developments in the five months following
the close of the Moscow negotiations acted to considerably dampen this hopeful
outlook. During a visit to Moscow in July 1967, Foreign Minister Miki Takeo
emphasized the Japanese desire to reopen discussions on the disputed
northern islands territorial issue, and also cautioned the Soviet Union regarding
Japanese financial limitations in Siberian development.30 Several months later,
the Japanese general trading company, Marubeni-Iida, decided not to pursue
Siberian natural gas negotiations (progressing in tandem with the oil negotiations) and instead signed a twenty-year contract with the Royal Dutch Shell
Group for gas from Brunei (then part of the British colony on Borneo). The gas
project had been viewed as a ballon d'essai by the Soviet negotiators who
believed that the negotiations had reached the final stage of initialling an
agreement at the time of Marubeni-Iida's volte-face. Miki's remarks in Moscow
and the Brunei gas deal prompted a harsh Soviet reaction.
Soviet Deputy Premier and GOSPLAN31 head Baibakov traveled to Tokyo
where he met with Prime Minister Sato Eisaku, Foreign Minister Miki Takeo
and the Keidanren, and sounded them out to determine the extent to which
"Japan's posture of cooperation in the development of Siberia and the Far East

27. Cbuo Koron, September, 1967.
28. Nihon KeizaiShimbun, 20June 1967.
29. Nagano Shigeo, "Russo-Japanese Trade," Japan Quarterly, (October-December, 1967), p.
409.
30. Asian Almanac, Johore Bahru, Malaysia: V. T. Sambandan International Press, 1967, p. 2252.
31. GOSPLAN is the Soviet agency responsible for state economic planning.
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was 'sincere'.'" 32 The Japanese government indicated in response that the delay
in settling the disputed nothern islands issue was a hindrance to the promotion
of amicable relations.
The Baibakov visit proved significant in that it pushed the Japanese to
seriously re-examine the political constraints preventing further progress in
negotiations with the U.S.S.R. In an interpretive essay entitled, "Baibakov's
Two Weeks: Japan-Soviet Economic Exchange in a New Phase," the Japanese
economic commentator Morimochi Hirose identified the underlying cause of
the failure of the Siberian natural gas negotiations as political. Commenting on
the Marubeni-Iida-Shell negotiations for Brunei gas importation, he stated that
it was settled "as quickly as lightning" in less than a month. On the basis of interviews with people in Japanese industry, the author speculated that the
Siberian project posed too great a stategic risk forJapan. If the project had been
realized, major cities and key chemical industries along the Japan Sea coast
would have become dependent on the U.S.S.R. for their natural gas. 33 An
editorial in the Mainichi Shimbun argued that, given the importance of the
political overtones of the negotiations, it was now time for the government to
take the initiative.34
If one Siberian development project ended in failure, another, five months
after Baibakov's departure, reached fruition. In July 1968, more than four years
after negotiations had begun, an agreement on joint Japan-U.S.S.R. exploitation of Siberian forest resources along the Amur River was signed. Under the
terms of agreement, the Japanese were to extend a $133 million five-year loan
at 5.8 percent per annum. In addition, Japan agreed to supply $30 million in
consumer items, e.g., clothing and rubber boots to outfit the laborers. This was
to be repaid over a period of 18 months, again at 5.8 percent. In return, the
U.S.S.R. would provide eight million cubic meters of Siberian timber.35 Five
months after the announcement of this first Japan-U.S.S.R. Siberian development agreement, the thirdJSJECC meeting convened in Tokyo from December
6-11, 1968. The meeting proved largely uneventful, although a number of new
projects were considered. Negotiations on other projects continued. 36
1969 saw little substantive progress in the negotiations, but a number of
portentous developments occurred. Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko delivered
a speech at the Supreme Soviet in Moscow in which he placed much importance
on existing and future relations with Japan, and invited Foreign Minister Aichi,
Former Prime Minister Kishi, and other important Japanese leaders to visit the
32. Morimochi Hirose, "Baibakov's Two Weeks: Japan-Soviet Economic Exchange in a New
Phase," Keizai Orai, March, 1968. See also Nihon,Keizai Shimbun, 19 January 1968.
33. Ibid.
34. 29 January 1968.
35. MainichiShimbun, 26 July 1968, and Asahi Shimbun, 27 July 1968.
36. MainichiShimbun, 12 December 1968.
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Soviet Union. One month later, the Soviet government took the unprecedented step of authorizing the establishment of twelve branch offices of
Japanese corporations in Soviet territory (out of a total of forty-seven allowed to
all nations).37 In response, Japanese Foreign Minister Aichi instructed the
Policy Planning Committee of the Foreign Ministry to analyze the implication
of this Soviet move in the broader context of the "Asian Collective Security
System" proposed earlier by the U.S.S.R., a system explicitly designed to contain the P.R.C.
The importance of the Soviet move for Japanese cooperation in Siberian
development was unmistakable. In an interpretive article, the Tokyo Shimbun
wrote:
In anticipation of U.S. and British retreat from Southeast Asia

following the Vietnam War, it is being observed that the Soviet
Asian security set-up contains the potential for extending its own
influence in Asia.... There is emerging within the Foreign
Ministry the view that with regards to the Siberian development
which thus far has been pushed forward on an economic basis ...
the cooperative policy should be re-examined from a political
standpoint given that, as a result of development, the U.S.S.R.
might be provided with a foothold from which to advance into
Asia.38
Aside from these strategic concerns, by 1970 the territorial dispute with the
U.S.S.R. over the four northern islands came to assume great symbolic meaning inJapanese domestic politics. This became particularly true after the U.S.
announcement of the reversion of Okinawa. Both the Liberal Democratic Party
and the Foreign Ministry were constantly looking for ways to pressure the Soviet
Union to be more flexible. Before the fourth JSJECC meeting in Moscow in
February 1970, Nagano Shigeo, who again headed the Japanese negotiating
team, met with Prime Minister Sato. At this meeting, Sato encouraged Nagano
to include the northern islands issue in negotiating with the Soviet side, but the
issue died shortly thereafter. Premier Kosygin reportedly stated that "the problem had been settled and he had no intention of making a change." 39
Neither side made any progess on the Tyumen-Nakhodka pipeline project
during the fourth round of joint development negotiations.40 The meeting was
37. Nihan Kogyo Shimbun, 16 August 1969.
38. 12 July 1969.

39. Asahi Shimbun, 6 February 1970, and 17 February 1970.

40. 10 months after the fourth JSJECC talks, however, an agreement was signed in Tokyo for a

$300 million project involving the construction of new port facilities near Nakhodha to accommodate coal and wood chip shipments and freight container trafc to Europe via Siberia.
Japan agreed to provide $80.million in Export-Import Bank funds. SeeJapanTimes, ijanuary
1971 and Nibon Kezai Shimbun, 11 December 1970.
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followed in the latter part of 1970 by mounting speculation in the Japanese
press regarding the future of the oil negotiations, which had reached a virtual
impasse in 1968 and had seen little progress since. Part of this speculation was
sparked by a projected shortage in critical energy supplies resulting from a combination of political instability in the Middle East, a greatly increased domestic
energy consumption and the possibility of a reduction in U.S. coal exports to
Japan. Exploration for new sources of energy in the Middle East and Alaska had
not produced any encourging results. Many observers felt that joint development of Siberian oil resoures was more important than ever. The same observers
believed Siberian oil would figure prominently in the next JSJECC talks,
scheduled for 1971.41
FinancialObstacles
Nevertheless, one persistent obstacle remained to be hurdled by the
negotiators. The Soviets had been demanding all along that theJapanese side
offer long-term, low-interest bank loans through cooperation between the
Japan Export-Import Bank and the major commercial banks. To this Soviet demand, Fuji Bank President and National Council of Banking Association President Iwasa Yoshizani responded: "We can understand the Soviet assertion and
want to study it in a forward-looking manner. It will be necessary, however, to
utilize Export-Import Bank funds if low-interest bank loans are offered. The
key for settling the problem, therefore, is what attitude the Finance Ministry
and MITI will take. The utilization of foreign currencies for the development of
natural resources coincides with Japan's own stand.' 42 Due to Japanese banking regulations, the extension of "soft loans" such as those requested by the
U.S.S.R. - ten to fifteen years with interest rates of approximately 5.5. percent per annum - required the support of the Export-Import Bank. Under
these circumstances, the bank would have to provide 50 percent to 60 percent
of the funding. Japanese government policy stipulated that "soft loans" of this
size could only be made to Less Developed Countries (LDCs). The government
was extremely reluctant to make exceptions for the U.S.S.R., clearly an advanced industrial nation, and not an LDC requiring economic aid.
This deadlock - the Soviet Union demanding thatJapanese financial circles
extend long-term, low-interest credit while the Japanese commercial banks asserted that, without government approval and backing, they would not be able
to extend such credit - was finally broken when Soviet Foreign Trade Vice
Minister Alkimov and Foreign Trade Bank President Ivanov abruptly announced that "if no prospect exists for the realization of bank loans, itwill be

41. Asahi Shimbun, 27 September 1980.
42. Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun, 10 April 1971.
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meaningless to hold the meeting of the Japan-Soviet Joint Economic Cooperation Committee." 43 The meeting which had been scheduled to be held in
Tokyo on the 19th of April was thus postponed indefinitely.
The Soviet announcement came as an enormous shock to the Japanese
business community. They had been hoping to "open a new age" ofJapaneseSoviet economic cooperation during the April 1971 joint Siberian development
talks, and were expecting much progress in the Sakhalin natural gas and
Yakutsk coal negotiations. In response to this Soviet action, and perhaps even
more to prod the government into taking quick action regarding loans to the
U.S.S.R., six of Japan's largest commercial banks - Fuji, Sumitomo, Mitsubishi, Sanwa, Daiichi, and Mitsui - arranged for a syndicated loan of $100
million to be furnished through the Soviet Foreign Trade Bank. Even if approved by the government, however, this loan would extend over only five to
six years at the Eurodollar interest rate of 6.47 percent plus one to two percent.
One newspaper reported that the National Council of Banking Associations
President Iwase would "seek an understanding of the government" by discusshis return from an
ing the loan with Finance Minister Fukuda Takeo upon
44
Asian Development Bank conference later that month.
Despite the postponement of what was to be the fifth Joint Economic
Cooperation Committee meeting, 1971 marked significant progress in the oil
discussions. In April, at about the time that the bank loan issue came to the
fore, the Japanese negotiators on the Joint Economic Cooperation Committee
asked their Soviet counterparts to present a concrete proposal on Tyumen oil
development which could be studied during the fifth joint meeting. 4' In the
ensuing months, a number of high-level talks between Japanese and Soviet
governments and business leaders took place. In May 1971, Japanese Ambassador Kinya Niizeki met with Premier Kosygin. The Premier informed
Niizeki of his personal interest in Japan-Soviet joint development of Tyumen
oil.46 In August the Liberal Democratic Party Policy Board Chairman and
former Foreign Minister, Kosaka, visited Moscow and discussed Tyumen oil and
other Siberian projects with ranking Soviet government officials, including
Premier Kosygin. 47 Then, in September, Soviet Foreign Trade Minister
Patolichev visited Tokyo, and in a meeting with Prime Minister Sato, stated
that the U.S.S.R. desired the full-scale development of Siberian resources, in4
cluding crude oil. 8
In October 1971, Imazato Hiroki, Chairman of the JSJECC Oil Sub43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Nihon Kogyo Shimbun, 9 April 1971.
Nihon Kogyo Shimbun, 9 April 1971.
Curtis, "The Tyumen Oil Development," p. 154.
Japan Times, 21 February 1972.
Sankei Shimbun, 12 August 1971.
Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 23 September 1971.
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committee, returned from an exploratory mission to the U.S.S.R. and reported
that the Soviet government viewed construction of the Tyumen-Nakhodka oil
pipeline as a state project of greatest importance. Consequently, it was likely
that a Japanese survey team would be allowed to investigate Tyumen oil
deposits and determine independently the feasibility of joint development.
Most significantly, in response to a statement made earlier by Soviet Foreign
Trade Minister Patolichev that the oil negotiation should be placed on a government-to-government basis, Imazato stated: "I think it will be possible to
obtain the Soviet side's agreement on having private circles act as the main
body in the negotiations and having representatives from the Finance Ministry,
MITI, and the Foreign Ministry participate in the negotiation in advisory
roles."49
In the meantime, a number of developments on the political front occurred
which touched either directly or indirectly on the Tyumen oil project as well as
on the Siberian development plan as a whole. Japan Communist Party Chairman Miyamoto announced upon his return from a September meeting with
Soviet Chief Secretary Leonid Brezhnev that Brezhnev had told him that the
possibility of returning the disputed northern islands to Japan was being
"earnestly studied." This Brezhnev statement was heralded as "epoch-making
in Japan-Soviet relations" by the Japanese media, particularly because the
U.S.S.R. had persistently brushed aside Japanese entreaties on the northern
islands issue, stating that it had "already been settled." 50 Observers also noted
that Soviet denunciations of Japan in TASS and over Radio Moscow had diminished markedly since the July 15 announcement of President Richard
Nixon's visit to the P.R.C. and the growing U.S.-P.R.C. rapprochement.
Soviet seizures ofJapanese fishing boats - an isssue which, along with the territorial dispute had aroused considerable public antagonism towards the
U.S.S.R - also decreased.
In what appeared to be still another confirmation of the Soviet Union's
softening attitude toward Japan, Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko visited
Japan in 1972 and reached an agreement with the Japanese government to
open discussion on a peace treaty to put bilateral relations between the nations
on a more firm footing. Government officials on both sides also agreed to accelerate discussion concerning joint Siberian development. The Foreign
Ministry interpreted these developments cautiously, but acknowledged an unmistakable change in the U.S.S.R.'s basic policy towardJapan. Observers noted
a resemblance to the Soviet overtures towardJapan in 1963 which accompanied
the intensification of Sino-Soviet confrontation and U.S.-U.S.S.R. rapprochement.5"
49. Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 3 October 1971.
50. Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 29 September 1971.
51. Tohyo Shimbun, 23 August 1971.
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It was in this climate that the rescheduled fifth JSJECC talks convened in
Tokyo in February 1972, with Uemura Kogoro, President of Keidanren,
heading the Japanese team. By 1972, the U.S.S.R. had completed 3,400
kilometers of the planned 7,800 kilometer oil pipeline. With the Tyumen to
Irkutsk portion now completed, without Japanese assistance, the Soviet
negotiators requested Japanese assistance in constructing the remaining Irkutsk
to Nakhodka portion.52 In return for Japanese credit amounting to approximately $1 billion, the Soviet Union proposed to supply Japan with thirty to
forty million tons of low sulphur Tyumen oil annually for twenty years. The
U.S.S.R. agreed to provide Japan with up-to-date information on Tyumen oil
deposits, and to permit a Japanese survey team to validate the data.3 The two
sides, however, were unable to agree on the rate of interest. The Soviets requested 6 percent, but the best the Japanese could offer was 6.5 percent.' 4
Meanwhile, interest in the Tyumen oil project among Japanese leaders
steadily mounted. In the course of talks with Secretary Brezhnev in January
1973, Prime Minister Tanaka made a dramatic break with the past by conceding that the Tyumen project and the northern islands dispute were separate
and distinct issues. When this news reached Japan, it infuriated those elements
in the Foreign Ministry and the ruling Liberal Democratic Party which had
strongly pushed for a quidpro quo involving the exchange of the northern
islands forJapanese cooperation in Siberian development. Tanaka successfully
resisted this opposition. Speaking on 16 July 1973, Foreign Minister Ohira
Masayoshi stated that when Japanese business and financial leaders and their
Soviet counterparts "reach a more advanced stage in their talks on the Tyumen
project, we [the government] will cooperate. I do not want to consider tying in
political questions such as the return of the northern islands. Economic issues
should be taken care of as economic issues."55 In a letter to Brezhnev in March
1973, Prime Minister Tanaka informed the Soviet leader that the Japanese
government would be prepared to support the Tyuman oil project once the
Soviet and Japanese negotiators were to arrive at a basic agreement.' 6
For reasons which have never been disclosed, the summer of 1973 saw a series
of Soviet delays in scheduling the sixth JSJECC talks, slated originally for May
21 in Moscow. First postponed to June, then to July, the talks were finally
delayed until 1974. A JSJECC Directors' meeting, however, was held in
August, with the leadership of both sides in attendance. During this meeting,
52. Curtis, "Tyumen Oil Development," p. 155.
53. TheJapanese had previously accused the U.S.S.R. of supplyingJapan with slipslod data in the
contemporaneous Sakhalin natural gas negotiations. Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 29 September
1971.
54. MainichiShimbun, 14 March 1973 and Yoamiuri Shimbun, 16 March 1973.
55. Asahi Shimbun, 18January 1973.

56. YoamiuriShimbun, 7 March 1973.
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the Soviet side revised its earlier proposal and announced a significant reduction in the quantity of Tyumen oil to be supplied toJapan upon completion of
the project. The Japanese had been led to believe that oil output in the
Tyumen oil fields would total 125 million tons by 1975, 230-250 million tons
by 1980, and that Japanese imports of Tyumen oil would be increased incrementally from an initial twenty-five million to an eventual forty million
tons. 7 The Japanese were, therefore, nonplussed to hear the Soviet side assert
that they would supply twenty-five million tons per annum at the maximum.
Futhermore, the Soviet side announced that due to exchange rate alterations
and mounting inflation, the cost of the project would be considerably higher
than that estimated in 1972. Some Japanese negotiators viewed these
developments as a "breach of faith," while others saw them as pressure
bargaining tactics.58
The Japanese government accelerated its activities relating to the Tyumen
project in late 1973, most noticeably with Prime Minister Tanaka's visit to
Western Europe and the Soviet Union in October. This new government initiative, however, was not always fully coordinated with the efforts of Japanese
negotiators in the joint development talks. Japanese business and financial
circles greeted the news that Tanaka, on his own initiative, had invited the
West Germans to participate in the Tyumen project with considerable
dismay.5 9 Moreover, Tanaka reportedly asked Brezhnev to increase the Soviet
offer of Tyumen oil above the twenty-five million ton maximum. The unprecedented nature of the Prime Minister's request created a sensation in
Japan. 60 It was also in Moscow that Tanaka learned of the Soviet intention to
construct a second trans-Siberian railroad. The implications of this went
61
unperceived.
A major concession on both sides evolved out of the Tanaka visit. The Soviet
Union had insisted all along that direct Japanese government participation in
the Tyumen negotiations was an "absolute condition." On the question of
financing the requisite credit, Soviet Ambassador Troyanovsky adamantly
demanded that the Japanese government clarify its position and facilitate
Export-Import Bank funding. 62 A Brezhnev-Tanaka joint communiquE released in Moscow revealed Soviet acquiescence to the Japanese government's
57. Tokyo Shimbun, 11 September 1973.
58. Sankei Shimbun, 27 September 1973; and Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun, 29 September 1973.
Yuan-Li Wu, in hisJapan'sSearch for Ot1, p. 43, argues that the U.S.S.R. anticipated the
Yom Kippur War and the subsequent oil shortage, and therefore altered their offer to the
Japanese.
59. Sankei Shimbun, 6 October 1973 and MainichiShimbun, 17 October 1973.
60. Yomiuri Shimbun, 31 March 1974.
61. Suzuki Keizuke, ShiberiyaHatten to Nis-so KeizaiKyoryoku (lTokyo: Nihon Kogyo ShimubnSha, 1977), p. 51.
62. Asahi Shimbun, 27 January 1973.
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basic position that it would not become directly involved in the negotiations
until after the intialling of a basic agreement. On the Japanese side, the
government announced upon Tanaka's return that it would cover 80 percent of
the loan earmarked for the Tyumen project, and reiterated the separation of
the terrritorial issue from that of Siberian development.6 3
In November 1973, one month after Tanaka's return toJapan, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) proclaimed its oil embargo.
The Japanese quickly perceived the serious economic implications of the move.
Okita Saburo graphically portrayed the consequences in his article, "Natural
Resources Dependency and Japanese Foreign Policy," which appeared in
Foreign Affairs the following summer." In 1973, oil accounted for approximately 75 percent of Japan's primary energy supply, approximately 99.7 percent of which was imported. The volume of imported oil in that year was 306
million kiloliters (approximately two billion barrels), with crude oil constituting 286 million kiloliters and fuel oil products twenty million kiloliters.
By way of comparison, Okita noted that the share of oil in U.S. primary energy
comsumption was approximately 46 percent, of which only 31 percent was imported (1972 figures). On the basis of OPEC's announcement of a 25 percent
reduction in oil deliveries to Japan (based upon the supply level in September,
1973), Okita projected that even if oil supplies from other areas were to remain
unchanged, the total volume of oil imports would be reduced by approximately
10 percent in 1974, and would result in a negative GNP growth rate. He
pointed out that this would be the first time since World War II that Japan
would experience a real recession. Above all, the oil crisis of 1974 painfully
underscored Japan's resource vulnerability, and intensified the leadership's interest in non-OPEC sources of oil. At the same time, a serious balance-of-trade
problem confronted the Japanese, complicating any long-range investment
6
projects in Siberia. 5
The Baikal-Amur Mainline Setback
In March 1974, a second JSJECC Directors' Meeting convened in Moscow.
Although this meeting coincided with a visit by Henry Kissinger to the Soviet
capital, Secretary Brezhnev found the time to meet with the co-leaders of the
Japanese delegation, Uemura Kogoro and Nagano Shigeo. The Japanese press
found it exceptional for Brezhnev to meet foreign businessmen in person, and
viewed the meeting as an auspicious sign. In the course of these talks, the two
63. Nihon Keizai Sangyo Shimbun, 5 October 1973, Asahi Shimbun, 11 October 1973. Nihon
Keizai Shimbun, 11 October 1973, and MainichiShimbun, 18 October 1973.
64. Vol. 52, no. 4 July 1974), pp. 715-716.
65. Surrey, John, "Japan's Uncertain Energy Prospects: The Problem of Import Dependence,"
Energy Policy, vol. 2, no. 3, September 1974, p. 228.
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sides estimated that the total cost of the Siberian development scheme would
approach five billion dollars. In return for its participation, Japan stood to gain
in the years 1980-2000 up to 650 million tons in energy sources - twenty-five
million tons of crude oil and ten billion cubic meters of natural gas (approximately 7.5 million tons of natural gas) per annum. 66 The plan was to supply
Japan with increasing quantities of crude oil over five years from 1980-1984 until supplies reached twenty-five million per annum, and then to hold at that
67
constant amount for the next fifteen years.
Much of the discussion at the Moscow meeting focused on the possibility of
U.S. participation. Soviet and Japanese negotiators proposed the idea of a
"three big-nation cooperation set-up," involving U.S. participation in
Siberian oil development in addition to two other development projects. The
question remained whether U.S. corporations, and particularly the U.S.
Export-Import Bank, could be persuaded to join in any Siberian development
project. The answer in 1974 was extremely uncertain. The U.S. Export-Import
Bank and Gulf Oil Corporation had been approached earlier regarding
Tyumen, but they had reacted noncommitally. 68 The new Trade Act Bill introduced by the Nixon Administration, extending "most favored nation"
status to the U.S.S.R., had run into trouble in Congress. Furthermore, the
problem of Jewish emigration from the U.S.S.R. had prompted Congress to
prohibit the U.S. Export-Import Bank from furnishing any U.S. funds to the
6
Soviet Union. 9
On the very last day of the Moscow talks, Kosygin announced that the
planned pipeline from Irkustk to Nakhodka for the transportation of Tyumen
oil had been cancelled. He presented a new plan - the construction of a second trans-Siberian railway (the Baikal-Amur Mainline) - to transport the oil
to Nakhodka, and askedJapan's cooperation in its construction. The 1200 mm
caliber, 6,600 kilometer pipeline was, by this one stroke, to be replaced by a
"multi-purpose transport" system which was to serve as the "keystone" for the
overall development of Siberia. The U.S.S.R. estimated that this project would
cost $2.4 billion (increased to $3.1 billion in April)70 and would cover supplementary investigations of the Tyumen oil fields, construction of oil storage
tanks, 1,120 excavators, more than 100 bulldozers, 320 automatic graders, 840
cranes of various sizes, 7,600 trucks and cars, 400 buses, 4,100 freight cars,
5,000 tons of metal for service pipes, 70,000 tons of low-alloy rolled steel per
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Mainichi Shimbun, 4 April 1974.
Yomiuri Shimbun, 26 September 1973.
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annum, and over sixty items covering basic materials needed for transportation
of crude oil.71
A barrage of questions from the press greeted the Japanese delegation upon
their return to Japan, focusing particularly on the military and diplomatic implications of the Baikal-Amur Mainline.72 There could now be no doubt that
the entire oil development plan would be reexamined. In an effort to begin
from a clean slate, a meeting of the Policy Committee of the JSJECC convened
on the 28th. Assembled at this meeting were, in addition to the regular
members of the Policy Committee, the Chairmen of the Expert SubCommittees charged with the various projects covering Siberian development
and government officials from the various concerned ministries. In discussions
centering on the question of what direction Japan should take, it quickly
became apparent that government and business disagreed. Both Uemura and
Nagano argued that they, as businessmen, had only to consider the economic
problems involved. They considered the military and strategic ramifications of
the Baikal-Amur Mainline to be beyond their purview. They maintained that
only after a thorough re-examination of the new plan from an economic standpoint would they negotiate with the U.S.S.R. The government, particularly the
Foreign Ministry, opposed such a unidimensional approach and held that even
if all technical details proved workable, Japan should, in the final analysis,
73
make a decision on the basis of politico-military considerations.
Prominent questions remained to be answered. To what extent were the
Soviets looking upon Japanese cooperation in constructing the Baikal-Amur
Mainline as a "premise" to the development of the other Siberian projects?
Were the Soviets now proffering Siberian development as part of a package
deal? On these and other questions, the business community, the Japanese
press, and the Foreign, Finance, and International Trade and Industry
Ministries closely monitored official Soviet pronouncements. 7 4 This quickly
proved to be a most frustrating endeavor due to conflicting Soviet official pronouncements, and led to considerable confusion on the part of theJapanese.75
There were many inJapan who felt that the U.S.S.R. simply did not possess the
requisite industrial capacity to construct the Baikal-Amur Mainline alone. The
undertaking involved cutting through seven mountain ranges under extremely
6
difficult climatic conditions.7
71. Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun, 17 August 1974; Tokyo Shimbun, 6 April 1974; and Asahi Shimbun, 6 April 184.
72. Asahi Shimbun, 6 April 1974.
73. YomiuriShimbun, 28 March 1974, AsahiShimbun, 29 March 1974, and Nihon Kogyo Shimbun, 28 March 1974.
74. Yomiui Shimbun, 28 March 1974.
75. Asahi Shimbun, 6 April 1974 and MainichiShimbun, 4 April 1974.
76. Nikan Kogyo Shirmbun, 17 August 1974.
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The death of French President Pompidou in early April provided the leaders
of the two countries with the opportunity to meet and discuss the unresolved
issues. The aircraft carrying Prime Minister Tanaka to Paris stopped in Moscow,
where Prime Minister Kosygin greeted him. Tanaka accused the Soviet Union
of a lack of decisiveness, citing the sudden change of oil deliveries from a projected maximum of forty million tons to twenty five million, and then, most
recently, the switch from pipeline to railway." Tanaka later recalled telling
Kosygin: "I explained thatJapan is enthusiastic about Siberian development.
However, I said that development in one package is difficult, and that the way
to deepen Japan-Soviet friendship and goodwill will be to boil down projects
from those which can be boiled down, one by one." 78 This meeting apparently
ended on an amicable note, and the two Prime Ministers agreed to meet from
time to time instead of leaving the Siberian negotiations solely to those directly
79
involved.
Debate continued throughout Japan during the spring of 1974 as to how
Japan should react to the Baikal-Amur Mainline announcement. Yomiuri
Shimbun wrote: "Our country's security is protected by the U.S. nuclear umbrella, and it would be wrong for Japan to draw hasty conclusions concerning
cooperation in the construction of a new Trans-Siberian railway by ignoring the
U.S., '80 Concerning government deliberations, Mainichi Shimbun reported:
The government thinks that it must check into the problem of
whether such a huge financial cooperation will pay or not, and
whether this will be technically possible or not. Even if both are
possible, there is also the diplomatic problem that the furnishing of
such huge funds will cause our country to be pegged in Siberia for a
long time. The government source, therefore, pointed out that
cooperation in this project must be premised on the "People's consensus.'"81
During a Liberal Democratic Party Advisor's Conference held at Party headquarters on 4 April, former Lower House Speaker Funada Naka cautioned:
The Soviet Union is planning to strengthen its Navy's advance
into the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. Amidst this situation,
the Soviet Union reportedly plans to construct a new railway as a
link in the development of Siberia, seeking the cooperation of our
country. The construction of the railway will have serious effects on
the security of our country.
77.
78.
79.
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Prime Minister Tanaka responded:
We will carefully deal with the new Siberian railway construction
plan from the viewpoint of the security of our country... I do not
think that the negotiations for carrying out the railway construction
will readily reach a settlement, even on a solely commercial basis.82
The Japanese press was quick to note that this was the first time that Tanaka
had publicly acknowledged the potential security threat posed by the BaikalAmur Mainline.
Even the redoubtable business leaders, Uemura and Nagano, conceded the
political overtones of the project. In the course of a meeting with the Prime
Minister to report on the progress of the negotiations, Tanaka told the two
business leaders to study the project with great caution. Toyko Shimbun wrote
that ". . . among business circle sources, the Prime Minister's statement that
day has been taken as his 'Wait' to the Tyumen project. The prospects are that
the Tyumen project will be virtually shelved unless the Soviet side withdraws
the railway project." 83 On the day following this meeting, Yomiuri Shimbun
quoted the Chairman of the Japan-Soviet Joint Economic Cooperation Committee's Oil Subcommittee, Imazato Hiroki, as saying:
Its [the project's] political and diplomatic colorings have become
stronger than ever, and now it is beyond the ability of private
circles. Everything has come to depend on what political decision
the government will make ... It is now beyond the nonWhether or
governmental Japan-Soviet Economic Committee ....
not to proceed with the negotiations depends upon what decision
the government will make through an examination from all
angles.84
Meanwhile, preliminary credit negotiations between a Soviet delegation led
by Foreign Trade Vice-Minister for Financial Affairs Alkimov and a Japanese
group which included Japan Export-Import Bank President Sumita Tadashi
andJSJECC Settlements Subcommittee Chairman Iwasa Yoshizane were rapidly deteriorating. Both sides uncompromisingly insisted on their separate interest rates, withJapan proposing 6.5 percent per annum and the Soviet Union
6 percent. Furthermore, differences remained on the question of loan
denomination (U.S. dollars or yen), and on price.85 Because of the proximity of
Siberia and Japan, the Japanese insisted that the price of Yakutsk coal, for example, should be commensurately cheaper. The Soviet negotiators, however,
82.
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demanded that the export price be raised by as much as the low freight fare be6
tween Siberia and Japan.
In an article entitled, "Siberian Development Negotiations Going into 'Extra Innings,' " the Nihon Keizai Shimbun wrote that the Soviet negotiators
"are taking the posture of waging a protracted war, postponing their stay in
Japan." To the Soviet demand that the interest rate for Siberian development
be as low as that for developing nations, Sumita countered that the world had
''entered a high-interest age;- and Iwasa scoffed: "The Soviet Union is such an
advanced nation as to be able to send a rocket to the moon. It is Japan that is
like a developing country." To this, the Soviet negotiators pointed out that the
per annum interest rates extended by Western European nations to the
U.S.S.R. were much lower; e.g., Britain, 6 percent; France, 6.05 percent; Italy,
5.95 percent and West Germany, 6.25 percent. They also reminded the
Japanese that they had recently granted low interest credit to Indonesia at the
rate of 3 percent, and to Iraq at the rate of 5.2 percent. The article stated:
...When the stories told by a source concerned are summed
up, it seems that the Japanese side is pushing the negotiations with
a dash of aggressiveness, changing to the offensive from the defensive posture which it has so far been taking in the Siberian developfacing the situation where the
ment negotiations .... Japan ....
Tyumen oil development plan, which is its 'star' project, has apparently come to a standstill because of the railway transportation
problem, etc., is not without such a posture as to say that Siberian
development without Tyumen [will count little].87
Indications of a cooling political climate came in May when the U.S.S.R.
revealed that the proposed Japan visit by Supreme Soviet President Podgorny,
Secretary Brezhnev and Premier Kosygin would very likely not materialize. The
Japanese had viewed a visit by these three Soviet leaders as instrumental to any
progress in Japan-Soviet negotiations concerning a peace treaty, then scheduled
to be completed in the latter part of 1974. In talks between Ambassador
Shigemitsu and Kosygin, the Soviet Premier intimated that for a visit of the
three leaders to take place, the "creation of a favorable environment" through
Siberian cooperation would be necessary. Meanwhile, the Japanese press
directed increasing attention toward the implications of Japan-U.S.S.R.
cooperation on Sino-Japanese rapprochement, and toward the Soviet proposed
collective security system for Asia, the security system designed to contain the
P.R.C.88
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Growing Importance of U.S. Participation
Faced with these compounding negative political factors, Japanese government and business leaders increasingly turned towards U.S. participation to
provide the best solution. On April 23, Ambassador to the U.S. Yasukawa met
with Secretary of State Kissinger to discuss the possibility of American participation. Kissinger responded by stating that the basic posture of'"desiring to
cooperate with Japan" remained unchanged, but that a clause incorporated by
Congress into the Trade Act Bill banning all U.S. Export-Import Bank loans to
the U.S.S.R. would cause serious problems. He finally replied, "It is not possible to move so easily until this matter is settled. "89 A month later, when
Japanese Foreign Minister Masayoshi Ohira called on President Nixon at the
White House, the news was no better. Informed of Japan's desire for U.S.
cooperation, the President reportedly showed understanding about the
Japanese predicament,
but promised only to study American participation
"positively." 90 On the same day, Yomiuri Shimbun reported that "the U.S.
Congress is taking an extremely negative attitude toward the question of U.S.
participation in Siberian development."91 Two days later, however, when U.S.
Export-Import Bank President WilliamJ. Casey called on Anzai Hiroshi, Board
Chairman of Tokyo Gas Company and Chairman of the Japan-Soviet Joint
Economic Development Committee Natural Gas Subcommittee, Casey told
Anzai that: 1) a U.S. Export-Import Bank Act had passed the House of
Representatives and was expected to pass the Senate during September, and 2)
a new Trade Act Bill would pass Congress in October and would be signed by
Nixon in November. Such legislation, Casey said, would permit the U.S.
Export-Import Bank to cooperate with the Japanese in Siberia.92
By mid-summer 1974, it had become clear that theJapanese were unwilling
to continue negotiations without U.S. participation. In the course of a Policy
Committee Meeting attended, by among others, Keidanren Chairman Doko,
Japan-Soviet Joint Economic Development Oil Subcommittee Chairman Imazato Hiroki, Japan Export-Import Bank President Sumita, Foreign Ministry
European and Asian Affairs Bureau Director-General Owada, Finance Ministry
International Finance Bureau Director-General Ikura, in addition to Uemura
and Nagano, the Japanese leaders decided to postpone the scheduled sixth
Japan-Soviet Joint Economic Committee Meeting from the end of July to
September. The primary reason given for this postponement was to await the
outcome of legislation pending in the American Congress. By this time, the
89. Ibid., 24 March 1974.
90. President Nixon's use of the word "positively" was-widely quoted by the expectant Japanese
press: Nihon Keizai, 22 May; Sankei, 22 May; Afanicbi, 22 May 1974.
91. YomiuriShimbun, 22 May 1974.
92. Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 24 August 1974; see also A¢ainichi Shimbun, 23 May 1974.
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Japanese were unwilling to continue negotiations on the two "star items" Yakutsk gas and Tyumen oil - without some manner of U.S. commitment.3
The political climate between Japan and the Soviet Union took another
downturn when, in mid-summer, the Soviet Union grew increasingly critical of
the ruling Tanaka administration. In the course of a heated Upper House election campaign, Prime Minister Tanaka had repeatedly stressed that the
disputed northern islands must be reverted to Japan, and the Soviet Union had
reacted with unexpected severity.94 The prospects for the visit to Japan by the
top Soviet leadership had almost evaporated. Then, in August, the Policy
Committee met again and decided to postpone once more the planned sixth
Japan-Soviet Joint Economic Cooperation Committee Meeting - this time
from September to the middle of October. The Committee explained that,
with the resignation of Richard Nixon and the inauguration of Gerald Ford as
President, the attitude of the U.S. towards Siberian development had become
uncertain. It was expected, however, that the U.S. Congress would vote
favorably on the Expanded Trade Bill and the Export-Import Bank Act. This
provided some comfort to that minority of Japanese businessmen still hopeful
about U.S. cooperation.9"
The Turning Point
Explaining that the date proposed by the Japanese would coincide with a
scheduled U.S.-U.S.S.R. economic conference, the Soviet negotiators
countered with a proposed date in late October. The Japanese side responded
to this by stating that due to certain timing factors, late October would be impossible. The Nihon Keizai Shimbun wrote: "The fear is mounting here that
the delay in the convening of the Japan-U.S.S.R. Joint Committee meeting
might contain factors resulting in a cooling down of Japan-Soviet economic
relations. This seems to mark a turning point in the mood of friendship between the two nations ushered in by Prime Minister Tanaka's visit to the Soviet
Union last year, particularly when this development is coupled with the fact
that Soviet media comments concerning Japan have recently stiffened."96
Three days later, the Policy Committee met and decided to accept the Soviet
97
proposal. A four day meeting was scheduled from 28 October in Moscow.
Meanwhile, enthusiasm for the Tyumen oil project reached its nadir among
the majority of Japanese businessmen. Japan-Soviet Economic Committee Oil
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Subcommittees Chairman Imazato said: "It cannot be helped if we give up on
the plan. There are too many problems in the Tyumen project. The merits of
joint development have declined, and we have completely lost interest in the
development." Imazato predicted that unless some extraordinary development
should occur soon, theJapanese would seriously consider giving up the negotiations on Tyumen at the Sixth Joint Economic Cooperation Committee meeting
in Moscow. The Yomiuri Shimbun wrote:
It is expected that the supply of Chinese crude oil to Japan will
amount to four and a half million tons this year from one million
tons last year, and to 10 million tons next year ... A source close to
business circles stated that 'in several years it will be possible to import 20 million tons to 30 million tons of oil' due to the Chinese
policy of stressing crude oil exports to secure foreign capital. On the
other hand .

.

. enthusiasm for the development of (Tyumen) oil

fields is declining quickly due to 1) the extremely pessimistic
outlook among businessmen regarding US participation; 2) the extension of loans; and 3) the maximum level of oil imports - 25
million tons per annum - amounting to only 5% ofJapan's projected oil imports in 1985.98
Finally, twelve years after Kawai Yoshinari's visit to Moscow, the lengthy and
circuitous Japan-Soviet negotiations on Tyumen oil broke off during the 1974
Moscow talks. In an effort to break the deadlock and force the Soviet side to
make greater concessions, theJapanese decided to shelve the joint development
concept and proposed instead to purchase oil from the Soviet Union on a purely
commercial basis. MainichiShimbun wrote: ". . . there is an oversupply of oil
throughout the world. Unlike at the time last year when the Tyumen development plan came into the spotlight following the oil crisis, the international oil
situation has recovered a certain amount of stability. Within the government
and business circles, there is the unanimous view that there need be no anxiety
over the 'quantity' of oil supplies for some time to come ... Moreover China
has created the hope that a considerable supply of crude oil may be obtained
from them in the 1980s. Because of these circumstances, business leaders want
to postpone, on this occasion, the Tyumen project on the old formula."99 The
Soviets failed to make any concessions during the Moscow talks, and although
there has been occasional speculation in the Japanese press about a revival of
talks on Tyumen, the negotiations ended in October 1974.
98. Yomiuri Shimbun, 30 August 1974; see also Tokyo Shimbun, 30 August 1974.
99. MainichiShimbun, 17 November 1974; see also Asahi Shimbun, 2 November 1974; Mainichi
Shimbun, 3 November 1974 and Sankei Shimbun, 3 November 1974.
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ANALYSIS
What at first glance seemed to present ideal conditions for Japanese-Soviet
cooperation in the development of Siberian oil - viz., a U.S.S.R. highly
desirous of development and a Japan in need of long-term oil supplies - in
this way failed to produce a final agreement after twelve years of talks. An inventory of the myriad disincentives which operated to prevent a successful conclusion of the negotiations can be fashioned to account for this failure. On the
Japanese side, they can be most conveniently divided into economic/technical
disincentives and political/strategic ones:
Economic/ Technical Disincentives
1. The long-term and low interest deferred payment schedule demanded by
the Soviet negotiators did not, in the Japanese view, provide adequate
financial security in what appeared to be a period of increasing inflation and
fluctuating interest rates.
2. The 15 million ton per annum reduction in the maximum rate of oil to be
exported to Japan in the years 1980-2000, announced unilaterally by the
Soviet Union in 1973, raised doubts about 1) the profitability of returns to
investment and 2) the possibility of still further future reductions.
3. Oil transportation by means of the Baikal-Amur Mainline announced in
1974 raised uncertainties concerning the technical feasibility of such a
massive undertaking.
4. Given the precedent of Soviet negotiators providing the Japanese with inaccurate resource data in natural gas negotiations in 1970 and 1971, uncertainties persisted about the productive potential of the Tyumen oil fields.
5. The prospect in 1974 of a stabilization in international oil supplies, and
possibly a short-term oil surplus, raised doubts about the wisdom of committing capital to a long-term and expensive oil venture in Siberia.
6. Oil imports from the People's Republic of China beginning in 1973 and the
subsequent expectations of increases in P.R.C. oil exports to Japan resulted
in a decline in interest in Siberian oil.
7. Conflicting Soviet pronouncements in 1974 about whether Siberian
resource development would be carried out on a project-by-project basis or
according to a "package formula" resulted in much uncertainty.
8. The prospect of having to enter into a cooperative venture with the government of a nation operating under an alien and opaque economic and
political system, for which there was no precedent, made the Japanese wary
of entering into a joint venture on as large a scale as that under consideration.
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Political/Strategic Disincentives
1. U.S.-P.R.C. rapprochement in 1971 and destabilization in the regional
quadripolar balance among the U.S.S.R., U.S., P.R.C. andJapan made any
long-term commitment in Siberia perilous.
2. The Baikal-Amur Mainline would have enhanced the U.S.S.R.'s military
capabilities in North Asia and increased the military threat to Japan.
3. Japanese cooperation, whether direct or indirect, in the construction of the
Baikal-Amur Mainline could have been interpreted as Japanese collusion
with the "Asian Collective Security System" proposed by the U.S.S.R. in
1969. Identification with such a Soviet scheme would seriously jeopardize
Japan's own plans for rapprochement with the P.R.C.
4. Cooperation with the U.S.S.R. in oil development could have weakened
Japan's bargaining position in the dispute over the four northern islands
and their return to Japan. This was an issue of great symbolic meaning in
Japanese domestic politics, particularly after the U.S. returned Okinawa in
1972.
Soviet Disincentives
The disincentives which operated on the Soviet side to prevent a successful
conclusion of the negotiations are not as discernible, although one may
speculate as follows:
1. Mistrust of Japanese motives. The Marubeni-Iida volte-face in 1967 placed
Japanese sincerity in doubt, and confirmed to the U.S.S.R. that the
Japanese were after profit and not Siberian development per se.
2. The oil crisis of 1973 underscored the indispensable and rapidly depleting
nature of this valuable commodity. Since oil resources are non-renewable,
and its price was continually rising, it would have been foolish not to maximize gains at every opportunity. If theJapanese could not swallow the conditions, it was best to wait.
3. The fundamentally autarchic orientation of Soviet economic policy made
concessions to the "capitalist" Japanese very difficult. Such concessions
would have engendered unacceptable criticism internally, particularly given
the fear of any massive foreign capital infusion into Siberia.
No doubt, it was the aggregation of these diverse disincentives into a complex and interactive whole that resulted ultimately in the demise of the
negotiations in the latter half of 1974. Kiichi Saeki and John J. Stephan in
separate articles have described obstacles ranging from the economic to the
political. Their list, though less comprehensive than the inventory above, identifies similar causes of the deadlock in the Siberian negotiations. Unfortunate-
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ly, the authors fail to assign priorites in their analyses.100 In order to formulate a
theory of negotiation, it is necessary to go one step further and attach weights
to these variables in the form of a prioritized analysis. Along these lines, David
I. Hitchcock Jr., and Gerald L. Curtis focus on the single variable of Japanese
decision-making; or, to borrow their respective phraseologies, the "absence of
decision-making" and "Japanese nondecision."°1 In the more sophisticated
of the two analyses, Curtis rejects the unitary actor model and identifies the
problem as a failure ofJapanese business and government to reach a consensus.
Unfortunately, though he has given us a masterful treatment of the process of
Japanese heterogenous decision-making, Curtis is interested in this process per
se, and not so much in the meaning of this "nondecision" in the context of our
wider focus, which is the negotiation.02
Curtis's essay, however, provides a most appropriate point of departure. In
an essay entitled, "International Negotiation in an Age of Transition," which
appeared in a special issue of InternationalJournal, Gilbert R. Winham has
taken negotiation literature to task for the uncritical assumption that states are
unitary actors - that, in his words, "bargaining relations between states are
analogous to bargaining relations between individuals." Winham sees negotiators not so much as "representatives" of their state or government to their
counterparts from abroad, but rather as mediators between domestic constituents and their foreign counterparts. According to his "mediatorial model,"
initiatives are taken by negotiators with two things constantly in mind: 1) acceptability to the opponents across the negotiating table, and 2) acceptability
to important domestic constituents. 1o3
In the case of the Siberian oil negotiations, Japanese business on the one
hand, and Japanese government on the other, were in significant disagreement
concerning certain key issues. As described earlier (see "Chronological Account
of the Negotiations"), the Japanese business leaders in the Japan-Soviet Joint
Economic Cooperation Committee were very much constrained in their
negotiating capabilities by pressures from theJapanese government. Beginning
with Prime Minister Ikeda's uncompromising stance in 1962 over deferred
payments, and extending to the Foreign Ministry's adamant opposition in 1974
to the Baikal-Amur Mainline stemming from its politico-military ramifications,
the businessmen-negotiators were beset with restrictive government pressures.
100. Stephan, "Soviet-Japanese Cooperation" and Saeki, "Venture in Soviet Diplomacy." This
criticism is not entirely fair. Both authors were writing about an on-going negotiation and
were consequently denied the benefit of hindsight. Furthermore, both essays describe the
Siberian development negotiations in toto and their conclusions are not entirely appropriate
here.
101. Hitchcock, "Joint Development of Siberia," and Curtis, "The Tyumen Oil Development."
102. Again, an unjustified criticism.
103. Gilbert R. Winham, "International Negotiation in an Age of Transition," International
Journal,vol. 35, no. 1, (Winter 1979-80) pp. 1-20.
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Sometimes, as in the case of theJapanese commercial banks' $100 million syndicated loan to the U.S.S.R. in 1971, the Japanese businessmen-negotiators'
tactics seemed to be directed as much at "negotiating" with the Japanese
government as with the U.S.S.R.
It is convenient to view these phenomena within the framework of two concentric circles - the micro and the macro - with each circle operating under a
different set of constraints, motives, and disincentives. Within the sphere of
the micro, there is the Japan-Soviet Joint Economic Cooperation Committee
USJECC) headed by Nagano and Uemura. At its negotiating edge is the Oil
Subcommittee headed by Imazato, comprising 21 additional members and five
government advisers. It was this Oil Subcommittee which was officially charged
with the responsibility for negotiating with the Soviet team headed by
Semichastnov. All of the economic/technical disincentives listed above as well
as the economic/technical incentives (e.g., geographical proximity, high quality low sulphur crude oil, acute domestic oil shortage, etc.) apply here.
On balance, had it been possible for negotiations at this micro level to progress in a vacuum, i.e., completely isolated from external constraints, the
evidence suggests that an agreement might very well have been hammered out,
perhaps as early as 1972, but certainly shortly thereafter. To the very end, when
the politico-military constraints proved too constricting, theJSJECC leadership
vigorously pushed for some kind of an agreement with the U.S.S.R. By 1974,
the U.S.S.R. and Japan had signed four Siberian development agreements.
There is every reason to believe that in the oil negotiations an equitable solution to the deferred payments, price, interest rate, and supply amount prbblems could also have been successfully negotiated. Japanese industry has since
committed itself to billion dollar investments in the Middle East and in Bohai
Bay, 104 and the magnitude of the Tyumen project, in itself, could not have
deterred the Japanese. As for the technical feasibility of the Baikal-Amur Mainline, there is no greater supportive evidence than the existence of the first
Trans-Siberian railway.
Needless to say, the micro level can not operate in complete isolation. Every
negotiating initiative was made with an eye on the wider macro level issues.
Despite occasionally wishful pronouncements to the contrary, such as the
Uemura-Nagano announcement in March 1974 that as businessmen, they need
104. On May29, 1980,Japan and the P.R.C. signed a contract for the joint development of theof-

fshore oilfield in Bohai Bay off Tianjin, China. According to the contract, the Japan-China
Oil Development Corporation - formed by the semi-governmental Japan National Oil Corporation and forty-seven business firms - will bear all the costs of prospecting and 49 percent
of development costs, both estimated to total $1 billion. Tokyo Petroleum News vol. 20
(#5100) n.99, 30 May 1980. In February 1975, the Mitsui Group agreed to furnish over $1
billion to construct, together with the Iranian government, a $3.5 billion petrochemical plant
at Bandar Shapur on the Khor Musa inlet of the Persian Gulf. New York Times, 30
November 1980, pp. 45-57.
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negotiate solely on the basis of the economic merits of the oil project, it was
clear throughout that no agreement would be signed without government approval. Prime Minister Tanaka's prescription in April 1974 that the project be
studied with great caution translated into a de facto halt to furtherJapanese action. This ability to prescribe did not rest on symbolic authority alone. Without
Export-Import Bank support (which was by law entirely contingent upon
government approval) it would have been impossible for Japanese private industry to proceed with the project. The JSJECC and its constituents could, as
they no doubt did, marshal their considerable lobbying power within the ruling Liberal Democratic Party to influence the government view. But once that
government view had become policy, even powerful men such as Nagano
Shigeo and Uemura Kogoro could only abide by government prescription.
The macro level then, which in this way held the key to the success or failure
of micro-level negotiations, encompassed the wider business community, the
general public, the media, the Diet, the government ministries (Finance,
Foreign and M.I.T.I.), and the Prime Minister. The impact of these elements
upon the negotiations went beyond indirect influences through the micro level.
The Prime Minister, various ministry officials, and selected members of the
Diet met directly with the Soviet officials involved in the oil negotiations and
held substantive discussions to smooth the way for progress. At times, as noted,
talks in the macro and the micro levels were not fully coordinated. When, for
example, Prime Minister Tanaka in 1973 invited West German participation in
the oil project, it came as a complete surprise to theJSJECC membership. This
however, was exceptional. In most instances, for example, Tanaka's 1973 request to Brezhnev to increase the oil supply, discussions at both levels were held
in tandem and were highly coordinated.
This coordination underscores the importance of what is often referred to as
the "negotiated environment." The JSJECC was acutely aware of the need for
such an environment, as were theJapanese media which endlessly speculated as
to the meaning of such varied developments as the 1965 softening in Soviet
criticisms of the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty, the 1966 Moscow visit of Foreign
Minister Shiine, the magnitude of the overallJapan-U.S.S.R. trade imbalance,
the "epoch-making" Brezhnev announcement in 1971 concerning the northern islands, the signing of the Japan-Soviet Trade Payment Agreement for
1971-1975, the 1974 Tokyo visit of high-ranking Soviet officials and the later
cancellation of the Podgorny, Brezhnev and Kosygin Tokyo visit. These
represented deliberate, considered, and highly interrelated developments
against which the direction of Japan-U.S.S.R. diplomatic relations could be
determined. No matter how satisfactorily negotiations at the micro level might
progress, there would be no final agreement without commensurately favorable
diplomatic relations between the two nations at the macro level. The Siberian
oil negotiations figured prominently in this overall interrelationship, and its
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demise in 1974 was partly a function of (and partly contributed to) the overall
deterioration in Japan-U.S.S.R. diplomatic relations.
It is necessary at this juncture to introduce a third and outermost concentric
circle, the supermacro. The supermacro encompasses systemic developments in
the international arena external to the respective macro levels of the two
negotiating states. These developments range across the political, military and
economic levels. Changes in these levels are accompanied by subtle changes
among the contending power centers at the macro level, which, as argued, in
turn lead to changes in the micro negotiating level. The oil embargo of
November 1973 was one such supermacro development which, ceterisparibus,

might well have altered the incentive/disincentive balance within the Japanese
macro environment sufficiently to permit the successful conclusion of a microlevel agreement. However, the roughly contemporaneous U.S.-P.R.C. rapprochement and the resulting prospect of P.R.C. crude oil exports - both
supermacro developments - effectively served to prevent such a change.
Perhaps the most important supermacro development was the transformation in the regional quadripolar balance among the U.S., the U.S.S.R., the
P.R.C. and Japan which paralleled the Siberian negotiaions from the
mid-1960s to the mid-1970s. Two stages in this transformation can be discerned. In the early 1960s, the U.S.S.R. and the P.R.C. were still closely
aligned in bipolar opposition to the U.S. andJapan, and any manner of joint
economic development between the U.S.S.R. and Japan would have been inconceivable given Japan's immobilizing economic and military dependence on
the U.S. The beginnings of the Siberian negotiations in the mid-1960s
therefore paralleled the developing U.S.S.R.-P.R.C. schism which, coupled
with the P.R.C.'s belligerence toward both the West and the U.S.S.R.,
gradually pushed the Soviet Union and the United States (and on America's
coattail, Japan) closely together. Under these changed circumstances, and with
prospects for even greater future U.S.-U.S.S.R. detente, theJapanese were in a
position to push (albeit cautiously) Siberian development in the late 1960s and
early 1970s. Had the U.S. and Japan continued to lean toward the U.S.S.R.
and away from the P.R.C. at the time of the 1973 oil shortage, the Japanese
government, together with the other elements in the macro-level, would most
probably have acquiesced to an agreement in the micro-level oil negotiations.
For reasons obviously beyond the scope of this paper, however, the sudden
U.S.-P.R.C. move towards rapprochement in the early 1970s reversed the
U.S.-Japan tilt towards the U.S.S.R., and seriously dampened the prospects for
long-term Soviet-Japanese economic cooperation of the magnitude required by
the Tyumen oil project. In these changed circumstances, the incentive/disincentive balance shifted decisively at the macro level to kill the oil
negotiations.
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CODA
A number of issues of interest to students of negotiation could not be adequately addressed in this paper. Two nations of widely divergent cultural experiences operating under disparate politico-economic systems engaged in a
failed negotiation. It compels one to inquire into the very parameters of human
negotiating behavior. Do negotiators everywhere conduct identical search processes for available alternatives to a particular negotiating initiative? Do
Japanese negotiators attempt to maximize the same set of values that, in this
example, Soviet negotiators would? These and many other questions remain
untreated. Had the empirical base been abetted by in-depth research of the
biographies, correspondence and diaries of the key negotiators in an attempt to
tap attributes of their conceptual environment, the result would have been the
generation of propositions linking the values, attitudes and perceptions of
these men with the way they behaved in the course of the negotiation.
This stated, it is questionable whether, in a prioritized analysis, variables
such as personality and national character can be viewed as having significant
effects on the outcome of international negotiations of the longevity and complexity examined herein. The tendency of most writers has been to isolate national character as a significant determining variable. Howard F. Van Zandt, in
his "How to Negotiate in Japan," looks at thirteen distinctive behavioral
characteristics, such as emotional sensitivity, hiding emotions, the avoidance of
,no,' etc., in his examination of negotiations involvingJapanese.105 Michael K.
Blaker, writes, "Japanese negotiators were not, of course, bound by scruples
identical to those affecting their counterparts abroad, nor did they ape foreign
bargaining ideas and practices. But they were shackled by their own ethical constraints and sensitive to a mixture of uniquely Japanese norms, distinguishable
both in character and nuance from those influencing Western and Communist
bargainers." 106 For this reason, he argues, a Japanese negotiating "style" can
be discerned which has a significant impact on the outcome of negotiations.
Without discounting such arguments completely, this writer would maintain
that it is the objective facts, largely at the supermacro level, which determine
the outcome of negotiations. Variables such as national character are of only
secondary importance. I have agreed that it is foremost at the "supermacro"
level that the outcome of international negotiations hinges. This analysis of the
Japan-U.S.S.R. Siberian oil negotiations has traced systemic transformations at
the supermacro level and attempted to explain how these changes caused subtle
105. Van Zandt, H. F., "How to Negotiate in Japan," Harvard Business Review, vol. 48,
(November-December, 1970), pp. 45-56.
106. Michael K. Blaker,JapaneseInternationalNegotiatingStyle, New York: Columbia University Press, 1977, p. 3. See also Mr. Blaker's "Probe, Push and Panic: The Japanese Tactical
Style in International Negotiations" in Robert A. Scalapino, ed., The Foreign Policy of
ModernJapan, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977, pp. 55-101.
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105

changes in the incentive/disincentive balance at the macro level to halt the
negotiations. Given the objective circumstances and constraints operating in
1974, one must question whether a proxy negotiating team comprised of, say,
seasoned Swedes, could have altered significantly the final outcome of the oil
negotiations.

